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Quantum-well resistivity for perpendicular transport in magnetic layered systems
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共Received 4 August 1999兲
We show that quantum-well states enhance the current-perpendicular-to-planes resistivity of a metal film
compared to the resistivity in the bulk at film thicknesses comparable with the mean free path due to the
reduced number of conducting channels within the potential-well structure. This makes the mean free path an
important parameter, which must be taken into account for the accurate treatment of results on currentperpendicular-to-plane giant magnetoresistance, rather than ignored by applying the two-current series-resistor
model.

The phenomenon of giant magnetoresistance 共GMR兲 has
been observed in magnetic multilayers in two principal geometries: current in the plane 共CIP兲 of the layers1 and current
perpendicular to the planes 共CPP兲.2 Although, due to the
small multilayer film thickness, experiments within the CPP
geometry are much more difficult, they can provide important information about the mechanisms of spin-dependent
scattering.
Most experiments on CPP GMR are interpreted in terms
of the two-current series-resistor 共2CSR兲 model 共e.g., Ref.
3兲, in which there are no relevant lengths except the layer
thicknesses. According to this model the conductance of the
multilayer can be calculated as a sum of conductances for the
up-spin and down-spin electrons, each layer and each interface being considered as an independent resistor. As shown
in Refs. 4 and 5, the 2CSR model is justified when the spindiffusion length is large compared to the layer thicknesses.
The 2CSR model can be qualitatively understood by the argument that in the limit when the elastic mean free path l mfp
is short compared to the layer thicknesses each layer represents a separate resistor, and in the limit of a very long l mfp
the conductance is ‘‘self-averaging,’’ i.e., one should sum up
scattering probabilities and this implies, like in the first case,
resistors in series.
These models3–5 do not take into account any potential
step at the interfaces arising from the difference in the potentials of the adjacent metallic layers. This adds new features to the electronic transport both within the CIP
geometry6 and the CPP geometry.7–9 In the case of CPP
transport, it results in the interface resistance,7 which is a
consequence of the specular scattering at the interface. Diffuse scattering by the interface disorder may either enhance
or reduce the interface resistance, the latter occurring for
large reflection coefficients.8 The interface resistance can be
included in the 2CSR model. For noncollinear magnetic configurations spin-dependent potential steps cause the CPP
GMR to deviate from a simple cosine function of angle between the magnetizations due to the interference between the
coherent electron waves associated with the up-spin and
down-spin electrons.9 However, this model reduces to the
2CSR model for collinear magnetic configurations, which is
a consequence of the approximation of small potential steps
assumed in this paper. In the cases where the 2CSR model
0163-1829/2000/61共1兲/506共5兲/$15.00
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fails to explain experimental data, a finite spin-diffusion
length has to be introduced.10–12
If a metal film is placed between metals, which have
higher electronic potentials, then quantum-well states are
created within this film. As shown in Ref. 13, the quantumwell states in a nonmagnetic metal spacer layer, sandwiched
between ferromagnetic layers, explain the oscillations in the
interlayer exchange coupling. The quantum-well states are
also responsible for the oscillations in CPP conductance and
CPP GMR within the ballistic regime of conduction.14
In this paper we show that within the diffusive regime of
conduction the quantum-well states result in an enhanced
CPP resistivity of the metal film compared to its bulk resistivity, if the film thickness is comparable with the mean free
path. The CPP resistivity of the film is defined as the relative
average change in the film resistance R with respect to its
thickness L, i.e.,

共 L 兲⫽

␦R共 L 兲
.
␦L

共1兲

We demonstrate that this effect has important consequences
in spin-polarized transport, because it involves the mean free
path, which is normally ignored when interpreting CPP
GMR results.
Qualitatively the quantum-well resistivity can be understood by means of the free-electron model. Within this
model the conductivity  is proportional to the number of
conducting channels, i.e., the number of Bloch states moving
in the direction of the current at the Fermi energy E F with
different transverse momenta k储 perpendicular to the
current.15 This follows from the Drude formula, which can
be represented as

⫽

2e 2 4
N l ,
h 3 c mfp

共2兲

where N c is the number of the conducting channels per unit
area and spin. In the bulk all the electrons with the transverse
momenta k 储 ⭐k 1 contribute to the current and N c is determined by the Fermi momentum k 1 ⫽ 冑2mE F /ប, namely,
N c ⫽k 21 /4 . Attaching a layer of metal 2 with higher potential U to both sides of a layer of metal 1, leads to the formation of quantum-well bound states in layer 1. The bound
506
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states appear for those transverse momenta k储 , for which
there are no states available in the adjacent layers of metal 2,
i.e., for k 2 ⬍k 储 ⭐k 1 , where k 2 ⫽ 冑2m(E F ⫺U)/ប is the
Fermi momentum in metal 2. The conducting channels, associated with these values of k储 , are closed in metal 1, due to
the specular reflection of electrons from the barriers at the
interfaces. According to the Drude formula, the reduced
number of conducting channels in the potential-well structure implies an enhanced resistivity in the metal layer compared to the bulk.
The resistivity of metal 1 in the potential-well structure is
enhanced only when the thickness of the layer is less or
comparable to the mean free path l mfp . The presence of disorder leads to the scattering and redistribution of the electrons between various k储 . This opens new conducting channels at distances greater than l mfp , which is the characteristic
length for the change in k储 to occur. Opening the new conducting channels is connected with the involvement of the
quantum-well states to the conduction. The quantum-well
states, being localized within the potential well in the perfect
structure, become delocalized at distances of the order of the
l mfp , due to the scattering by disorder, and therefore start to
contribute to the conduction. Opening the new conducting
channels reduces the resistivity of the metal layer with increasing thickness. At large layer thicknesses the currentcarrying electrons are distributed between various transverse
momenta in accordance with the bulk band structure of this
metal, the quantum-well states being completely delocalized,
and the layer resistivity becomes equal to the bulk resistivity.
In order to treat this effect quantitatively we have performed calculations of the conductance ⌫ using the Kubo
formula within a simple tight-binding model. The aim of this
calculation was threefold: first, to demonstrate that the resistivity of a disordered metal layer depends on its thickness L,
when this layer is placed between leads of a higher potential;
second, to show that the redistribution of the current-carrying
electrons in the k储 space changes with the thickness of the
layer and with the distance from the interface due to scattering by disorder; and, third, to demonstrate that the 2CSR
model fails to describe the results of accurate calculations for
CPP GMR. In the calculation we use a real-space approach
proposed in Ref. 16 and generalized to the three-dimensional
structures in Ref. 17. Within this approach the conductance
is calculated by considering a disordered conductor, connected to two perfect semi-infinite metallic leads. First, one
finds the matrix elements of the surface Green’s function for
the leads. Then, the sample is grown by adding disordered
layers onto the left lead and/or onto the right lead. The
Green’s function of the added layers is recalculated at each
step recursively by solving numerically the respective Dyson
equation. Once the sample has been fully grown, the last two
layers are bonded to each other in order to obtain the Green’s
function of the full system, which enters the expression for
the conductance. By changing the position l of the last layers
we investigate the k储 distribution of the conductance at various distances from the leads. With this aim, we transform the
basis functions from atomic orbitals 兩i典 to the Bloch functions
兩 k储 典 , thereby obtaining the contribution to the total conductance ⌫ from various transverse momenta, i.e., ⌫(k储 ,l). We
note that due to current conservation ⌫⫽ 兺 k储 ⌫(k储 ,l) is independent of l.
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FIG. 1. Resistance of a disordered metal layer versus its thickness L for various metals and leads: opened squares, R 111 , metal 1
(E 1 ⫽3), leads of metal 1; opened circles, R 222 , metal 2 (E 2
⫽5), leads of metal 2; crosses, R 211 , metal 1, left lead of metal 2,
right lead of metal 1; full circles, R 212 , metal 1, leads of metal 2.

In the calculation we assume that the metals have a simple
cubic geometry of lattice parameter a and 共001兲 orientation
of atomic layers. The hopping integrals are nonzero only
between nearest neighbors with their magnitude set equal to
1. All energies are measured in units of the hopping integral
relative to the Fermi energy, which lies at zero. The bulk
disorder is introduced according to the Anderson model18 as
a random variation of the on-site atomic energies with a uniform distribution of standard deviation ␥ ⫽0.5. The calculated conductance is averaged over 80 random configurations. The size of the system is extended to infinity in the
direction perpendicular to the current by introducing a unit
cell of 16⫻16 atoms in the transverse direction and imposing
periodic boundary conditions.
In order to form a potential-well structure we consider
two types of metal, which differ by their on-site atomic energies E m , i.e., metal 1 with E 1 ⫽3 and metal 2 with E 2
⫽5. We denote the resistance and the conductance of disordered metal j placed between leads of metals i and k by R i jk
and ⌫ i jk , respectively, where i, j, and k are 1 or 2. In the
absence of the potential well the resistance of the metal layers R 111 and R 222 is a linear function of their thicknesses,
which is seen from the open squares and the open circles in
Fig. 1 and is the evidence of the Ohmic regime of conductance. The resistivity is a factor of 2 higher for metal 2 than
for metal 1, both being in good agreement with those obtained for the same parameters using our previously published weak-scattering model.19 The resistances at zero thickness correspond to the ballistic limit and are consistent with
the results obtained in Ref. 15.
The linear behavior of the resistance versus the layer
thickness changes dramatically in the presence of the potential well. This can be seen from the full circles in Fig. 1,
which show the resistance of the metal-1 film placed between the leads of metal 2, i.e., R 212 , so that the potential
step U⫽E 2 ⫺E 1 ⫽2 is introduced at both interfaces of the
film. Noticeable oscillations in the resistance at very small
thicknesses are reminiscent of the oscillations in the ballistic
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FIG. 2. Normalized conductance distribution within the first
Brillouin zone, ⫺  ⭐k x ⭐  , ⫺ 
⭐k y ⭐  , in the bulk metals 2 and
1 共top panels兲 and at the middle of
the disordered metal-1 layer of
various thickness L, placed between leads of metal 2 共middlerow panels兲. The k储 contribution
to the difference in the resistance
of the first and the second interface 共bottom panels兲.

regime of conduction.14 The important feature, which is evident from Fig. 1, is that the average slope in the resistance
curve, which determines the resistivity, changes with the
metal-1 layer thickness. At small thicknesses it is similar to
the slope in the resistance curve of metal 2 共compare the
solid circles and the open circles in Fig. 1 for L⬍50a兲. Increasing L results in a decrease in the resistivity 共1兲, which
approaches the value of that in metal 1 共compare the solid
circles and the open squares in Fig. 1 for L⬎100a兲. The
characteristic length scale for the change in the resistivity is
the mean free path. The latter can be estimated from the
relation l mfp⬇ប v /(2  ␥ 2 n F ), where v is an average velocity
and n F is the density of states per atom at the Fermi energy.
Estimating v from the band dispersions at k x ⫽k y ⫽k z , we
obtain that l mfp⬇25a in the metal 1. As seen from Fig. 1, the
change in the slope and consequently in the resistivity extends up to a few l mfp into the bulk metal 1.
As follows from the crosses in Fig. 1, if the potential step
is introduced only at one interface no resistivity change is
observed, because no bound states are formed in the disordered layer. The upward shift of the R 211 curve with respect
to the R 111 curve is the result of the interface resistance. As is
clear from the difference R 212⫺R 211 in Fig. 1, the presence
of the bound states causes the conduction to be greatly reduced at small thicknesses of the inserted layer. At large
thicknesses the resistances of the first and second interface
become equal, as expected 共compare R 212⫺R 211 and R 211
⫺R 111 in Fig. 1 for L⬎100a兲.
In order to demonstrate that the change in the resistivity is
associated with the opening of the new conducting channels,
we have calculated the distribution of the conductance between various k储 , as has been described above. The top panels in Fig. 2 show the respective distribution in the first Brillouin zone for the bulk metals 2 and 1. As is obvious from
the figure, the number of the conducting channels is much
larger for metal 1 than for metal 2, which is reflected by the

larger bright area around k 储 ⫽0 in the right top panel of Fig.
2. The middle-row panels in Fig. 2 show the conductance
distribution at the middle of the metal-1 layer for various
thicknesses when this layer is placed between the leads of
metal 2. The distribution displays a remarkable transformation from that which is similar to the distribution in bulk
metal 2 共compare the left-top and left-middle-row panels in
Fig. 2兲 to that which is similar to the distribution in bulk
metal 1 共compare the right-top and right-middle-row panels
in Fig. 2兲. Those k储 that correspond to the bound states in the
absence of disorder, i.e., the states that lie beyond the bright
area in the left-top panel, become contributing to the conduction. The number of conducting channels increases, therefore, with the thickness of the disordered metal, reducing the
resistivity of this layer. This is different to what we find for
the case when the potential step is set at only one interface.
Although the k储 distribution change is similar to that in the
potential-well structure 共not shown兲, it is not accompanied
by the opening of new conducting channels, because no
bound states are present in metal 1 in the latter case. This is
evident from the bottom panels in Fig. 2, where we have
plotted the k储 contribution to the difference in the resistance
of the first and the second interface
⌬R i 共 k储 兲 ⫽ 关 ⌫ 111共 k储 兲 ⫺⌫ 211共 k储 兲兴 / 共 ⌫ 111⌫ 211兲 ⫺ 关 ⌫ 211共 k储 兲
⫺⌫ 212共 k储 兲兴 / 共 ⌫ 211⌫ 212兲 .

共3兲

The first term in this expression is the resistance of the singe
interface at given k储 and the second term is the resistance of
the second interface in the presence of the first one. As is
clear from the left-bottom panel, at small thicknesses the
resistance difference is positive for those k储 that lie beyond
the conduction region for metal 2 共compare with the left-top
panel兲. These k储 contribute to the resistance of the single
interface, but they do not contribute to the resistance of the
second interface within the potential-well structure. With in-
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by Eq. 共1兲 at small thicknesses, the enhancement being stronger for the AP configuration due to the narrower potential
well compared to the P configuration.
As is obvious from Fig. 3共b兲, the difference in the resistance ⌬R for the AP and P configurations 共circles兲, behaves
differently from that predicted within the 2CSR model 共solid
line兲, according to which
⌬R 共 L 兲 ⫽ 21 共  ↑ ⫺  ↓ 兲 2 D 2 / 共 r⫹  ↑ D⫹  ↓ D 兲 .

FIG. 3. CPP GMR: 共a兲 resistance of the trilayer as a function of
thickness D of the ferromagnetic layers for P and AP magnetizations; 共b兲 difference in the resistance for P and AP magnetizations,
obtained from the accurate calculation 共circles兲 and from the twocurrent series-resistor model 共solid line兲.

creasing thickness the contrast of the plot reduces, reflecting
the fact that the bound states become involved in the conduction with ⌬R i (k储 ) disappearing eventually at large thicknesses, as expected.
Finally, we calculated the CPP GMR in a disordered magnetic trilayer, which was constructed from two ferromagnetic
layers of the same thickness D separated by a nonmagnetic
spacer layer of 20a. The two spin bands in the ferromagnets
were treated independently, the up-spin band having an onsite energy E ↑ ⫽3 and the down-spin having an on-site energy E ↓ ⫽5. The metal 1 was used for the spacer layer and
the metal 2 was used for the leads. The conductance ⌫ was
calculated for the parallel 共P兲 and antiparallel 共AP兲 magnetizations of the ferromagnetic layers as a function of their
thickness D in the spirit of the experiments performed in Ref.
11. As is seen from Fig. 3共a兲, the resistance of the trilayer is
a weak nonlinear function of the ferromagnetic layer thickness, the nonlinearity being more pronounced for the AP
configuration. This behavior is a consequence of the
quantum-well states, which enhance the resistivity defined
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Here  ↑ and  ↓ are the resistivities of the up-spin and downspin electrons, respectively, and r is the summed resistance
of the leads, the interfaces, and the spacer layer. The  ↑ and
 ↓ were obtained from the resistance-thickness curves for
metals 1 and 2, shown in Fig. 1, and r was found by extrapolating the curves in Fig. 3共a兲 to zero thickness. The deviation
between the 2CSR predictions and our more accurate calculation is sizeable even at thicknesses greater than the mean
free path, because of the contribution to conductance from
the electronic states with different velocities and consequently different decay lengths. We conclude, therefore, that,
in general, the 2CSR model is a poor description of CPP
GMR. This fact is illustrated by recent experiments,20 which
show that the magnitude of the CPP GMR depends strongly
on the order of alternating thick and thin magnetic layers in
a multilayer, which is not predicted within the 2CSR model.
We believe that the mechanism proposed in the present paper
is the key to understanding these experiments and are currently extending our theory to include a realistic band structure of the multilayer.
In conclusion, we have shown that the resistivity of a
metal film is enhanced compared to the bulk resistivity, if
this film is placed in a potential well and the electric current
flows perpendicular to the planes. The effect results from the
formation of quantum-well bound states, which reduce the
number of conducting channels in the film. Scattering by
disorder redistributes current-carrying electrons between
various transverse momenta, which opens new conducting
channels and changes the quantum-well resistivity at thicknesses comparable with the mean free path. This makes the
mean free path an important parameter, which has to be included in any accurate model for the CPP GMR, rather than
ignored as within the two-current series-resistor model.
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